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Kilometrihamstraus
RULES
The race will be organized by Hämeen ammattikorkeakoulun opiskelijakunta (HAMKO).
The event is from April 19 to 28, 2021. The registration time is from April 7 to19, 2021. The
registration ends at April 19, 2021, 12 pm (noon).
Registration and participating is free of charge.
The event can be attended alone or by a team of up to six (6) people. Participants must register for
the race. The team must have a captain who handles communication and returns to HAMKO.
Allowed sports are all sports that are measurable and are powered by human muscles (walking,
running, riding a bike etc.). Such sports are e.g. walking, cycling and kick-bike. Sports in which the
movement is assisted do not accumulate miles. Such sports include, for example, motor riding,
horseback riding or electric cycling.
Proof of each performance must be found. For example, a screenshot of a distance measuring
application is valid as evidence. The image should show the number of kilometers and the date.
The team with the highest average amount of kilometres wins. The kilometres collected by the
whole team together are divided by the number of participants in the team. Thus, the size of the
team does not give an advantage.
For example
Team with 4 members
Person 1 collects 10 km
Person 2 collects 20 km
Person 3 collects 15 km
Person 4 collects 5 km
10+20+15+5 = 50 km / 4 (number of team members) = 12,5 km. 12,5 kilometres will be the

record of the team.
The winning team gets a €100 gift card (1 pcs). The gift card is sponsored by Osuuskauppa
Hämeenmaa.
The organizers (HAMKO's Board, employees and the Chairpersons of the Council of
Representatives) may participate as an incentive, but are not entitled for a gift card.
Have a fun event!
More information of the event:
Emmi Liias: emmi.liias@hamko.fi
Aleksi Heinilä: aleksi.heinilä@hamko.fi

